Recent events:

April 2022 newsletter

April has been a lovely month with spring on its way and we also celebrated Easter.
Our favourite event was hatching our baby chicks! As expected from years gone by, the eggs were a point of
interest for our residents and staff alike, and Joan became the un-official guardian of the eggs. She spent
hours a day watching the eggs and giving feedback on the first signs of hatching. Other residents checked
the eggs daily and were delighted to report the changes.
As predicted, the eggs started hatching on the Wednesday, two days after delivery. As the day progressed,
we had several new arrivals. The chicks get very tired with their efforts at breaking through the egg shells
and then sleep for some time in the incubator. Once they have been in there a while, they become fluffy
and dry. This is when they can be moved to the main cage and take approx. 12 hours.
Sadly, but as is common, one of our eggs didn’t hatch but we were over- joyed with our seven chicks. They
were all black chickens which is a rare and expensive breed of birds. They were so cute and most had a little
yellow stripe on their foreheads.
We had the chicks out every day to be held and it was a great source of conversation commenting on how
loud they were chirping, how quickly they were growing and their behaviours. Sadly, they grew up far too
quickly and after ten days we had to say good-bye. Joan was crying at their departure and kept going to the
table asking where ‘her birds’ were.
We had lots of smiles, laughter and giggles when the chicks tried flying away or when they pooed on
someone. We can’t wait for next spring for our next round!
Beryl was very vocal that the poor chicks are destined to a life of doom and gloom where they will be overfed and then eaten! Thankfully for our chicks, they go back to a farm where they are well- cared for and are
treated in a humane manner. They aren’t bred for farming purposes.
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We had a lovely Easter at Elmfield House, with a surprise visit from the Easter bunny on Good Friday. She
brought little baskets with daffodils, chocolate eggs and sweets inside. The Easter bunny met with most
residents and was kind enough to spend lots of time talking with them and giving hugs!

Helen, who volunteers at the food bank, also delivered excess Easter eggs for our residents. This was much
appreciated and residents enjoyed their chocolate fix for a long while afterwards! Every resident was also
gifted an Easter egg from the home which Chris kindly distributed on Easter Sunday as it was her weekend
in work.
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We had Louise singing for us with her ever- popular show. Due to the Easter holidays and her children being
off school, she could only manage the one performance this month. We look forward to Louise returning
soon to entertain our residents.
Helen, Katie and Gasper came to Elmfield and as always, our residents were delighted to see Gasper. Helen
brought their other addition to the family, Dennis the dog, to see us and she was the bearer of more Easter
gifts for our residents! Helen very kindly brought some chocolates and some Easter themed stained- glass
acrylics which our residents enjoyed painting. Thank- you Helen very much for your continued kindness and
time invested in us at Elmfield House.
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We have had our first BBQ of hopefully many this month. Dawn and Sorcha did a grand job of cooking up
some burgers, different flavoured sausages, bean burgers, marinaded chicken, fried onions, salad, potato
salad and all the necessary condiments.
The sun was blazing on us and every single resident joined in. Sylvia, Pam, Beryl and Cynthia didn’t want to
sit outside but they socialised together in the lounge. We had one of the Alexa’s outside and had some
upbeat sing- along classics playing, resulting in a good old sing- along.
The prosecco and shandies were flowing and everyone had a great time.
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We have made the most out of the sunny days we have had in early spring and residents have been for
walks in the wheelchairs around Bisley Green, and to the duck- pond to feed the ducks and see the
ducklings.
Ann has been walking to and from the Green and our local Sainsburys too which is great for maintaining her
strength and physical abilities.
We have played lots of outdoor games such as skittles, tennis, catch the ball, tennis, hoopla and just
enjoyed reading a book in the sunshine, chatting and reminiscing about the good old days. Peggy has
claimed the garden as her own as she spends a lot of her time outside enjoying her beloved cigarettes.
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We have continued with our popular weekly pampering sessions, foot spas, quizzes, bingo and arts and
craft sessions. Monica has proved to be very good at jigsaw puzzles and we have a puzzle on the go in the
lounge most days. Barbara and Louise have also been assisting at times.
We don’t have a specific activities agenda as such at Elmfield House to avoid being institutionalised, and
instead offer residents the freedom to choose what they wish to do on a daily basis. This is a great way to
promote inclusion and give residents control.
We have had Nicky and Rikki have both been in to pamper our residents and give them the attention and
care they deserve. Our residents always feel on top of the world after their visits.
Eve has been coming most Monday’s to spend time at Elmfield with her residents.
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Upcoming events:
We have got a ‘Residents and Relatives’ Meeing planned on the 1st May. This is a formal opportunity for
residents and their loved ones to discuss the home and evaluate our performance, discuss updates,
proposed changes and gather feedback.
Most relatives and residents do this regularly on an on-going basis taking advantage of our open- door
policy and regular communications and face-to- face dealings with staff from the home. We embrace
honest feedback from everyone associated with our home.
Niccii has signed us up to participate in ‘Baking for dementia’ and are holding a cake sale on 1st May. In the
past, we have done this in the car park outside the home and passers- by have bought cakes. Fingers
crossed this one will be as productive.
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Upcoming events:
‘Teas on the Rec’ is starting mid- May. We are looking forward to going across to the pavilion. Sue Findlay,
one of the previous owners has volunteered to help escort residents there and back.
On 6th May we have our new volunteer, Charlotte Ford, coming to Elmfield. She is a lovely local lady who
will be coming to volunteer on Friday mornings. Charlotte will be doing activities in the communal areas
with residents.
We also have another young volunteer, Rai Mandizha, who will be spending one hour a week each Saturday
at Elmfield as part of her Duke Of Edinburgh award. Rai’s Mum used to work at Elmfield House before
progressing onto nursing.
Staff and resident changes:
We have given a warm welcome to our new residents Ann Tedder, who is a local lady born and bred in
Chobham, who has moved from another care home in Walton- on- Thames, and also Graham Clarke, who is
a local man also from Chobham who has come to Elmfield for more care and company.
Ann and Graham know each other from their lives in Chobham and their family and friends are close by.
Graham is really embracing the support given by staff and enjoying socialising with our other residents. He
is a true gentleman and tries to support the ladies by helping them to walk, checking they are okay and has
even been observed trying to assist residents with feeding.

We have a new full- time day carer, Amelie Abass, who has joined our care team. Amelie is new to the care
sector, but has experience working with children and the skill set is very similar. Amelie is learning the
routine and residents care needs.
Sadly, we lost Shannon Stokes, one of our night carers as she had to change her job due to her husband’s
work commitments. We were very sad to see Shannon leave, but wish her the best of luck in her new
venture.
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Birthdays:
We did not have any birthdays to celebrate in April. However, we have multiple birthdays to look forward to
in May.
Other news:
Two thirds of our residents had their annual medication reviews in April. The remainder are booked in for
the end of May. The medication reviews have been conducted by Ruth Blair, who works for St Peters
Hospital, for new admissions or residents recently discharged from hospital. The community pharmacist,
Anita who works for Chobham and West End surgery conducted the remaining reviews as part of our
residents six- monthly medication reviews.
Several staff have signed up for NCFE distance learning courses. At Elmfield House, we place great emphasis
on professional development and wish to help our staff to progress in their learning.
We are delighted to announce that we have a waiting list of prospective residents. It is humbling to think
that six months ago, we had six empty rooms as a result of the challenges of the pandemic.
Andy has been using the SPA (Single Point Access) forms so that rather than going through the GP to make
referrals, care homes are now able to self- refer residents to services such as SALT, continence teams,
physios, heart specialists, respiratory specialists etc. We are very aware that there are often long waiting
times for such services but we will persevere as we know from experience, the benefits to the individual
having the expertise input from multi- disciplinary healthcare professionals.
Employee of the month:
Employee of the month for April has been awarded to Dumpy Akehurst. Dumpy has embraced her role at
Elmfield House. She is extremely passionate about her job as a carer and is an absolute natural. Dumpy has
learnt quickly, although she has extensive experience in caring roles outside of a care home.
Dumpy has a great attitude and is reliable and never complains. Dumpy is a great listener and is very
attentive to the needs of our residents. She takes the time to listen to them and makes our residents feel
valued.
Dumpy also worked extra shifts over the Easter holidays which was very much appreciated. Dumpy is a
fantastic team worker and uses her initiative to ensure her time in work is spent productively.
Well done Dumpy, this is very much deserved. Keep up the great work!

